The English Springer Spaniel Field Trial Association proudly presents the 2015 Breeders' Showcase
Breeding philosophy: We believe in producing happy, healthy English Springer Spaniels that are capable of doing the work for which the ESS was originally bred but are first & foremost family pets. We strive to produce dogs that can participate in multiple venues.


Mentored by: Henriette Schmidt; Carol Callahan

Kennels most prominent in our pedigrees: Hillcrest, Donahan, Telltale

Clearances we do on our breeding stock: Eyes CERF or OFA, Hips & Elbows OFA, CORD 1 DNA tests, we recently started doing OFA Cardiac tests, PFK, all of our current dogs have blood in the ESSFTA Blood Bank

Our dogs do: Conformation, Agility, Obedience, Rally Obedience

OUR DOGS:
CH BONDIR’S ET TESSERA DELIBERER A/C CD Am NA NAJ Can AGI SHD ROMX; 1994-2008, one of our foundation bitches. Dam of 7 Canadian and 2 American champions.

CH CASCADIAN CALINER DE BONDIR A/C CD Am NA NAJ NAP NJP Can AGI AGNJS; 1994-2007, one of our foundation bitches “Cally” was a Specialty winning, Group placed.


CH BONDIR’S GAMINE GEORGINE A/C RN Am NAP NJP Can AGN AGNJS PCD ROM; “Gigi” 2001-2014, Dam of 7 Canadian and 3 American Champions.

AT STUD:
Am GCH Can CH BONDIR’S LUMNEUX ALBERT 9/30/09 “Albert”: OFA Excellent Hips, OFA Normal Elbows, Cord 1 DNA Normal, OFA Cardiac Normal, OFA eyes May 2015


UPCOMING LITTERS:
CH BONDIR’S ADELAIDE A TRICALIBER Am NA OAJ NF Can CD AGN AGIJS NPS CGN; September 30, 2009, “Adelaide” OFA Good/Elbow Normal, CORD 1 DNA Carrier, Eyes ACVO’d May 2015; will be bred this winter, Stud to be finalized.
CH BONDIR'S ADELAIDE A TRICALIBER NA OAJ NF Can CD AGN AGIS NPS CGN - “ADELAIDE”

Owners: Lynn, Anne & Barb Dorsay & Sue Salloum
Location: c/o 9016 Bay Croft Rd SW, Calgary AB T2V 3M5 Canada
Contact: email: Bondir@msn.com  phone: 403-281-0916
Breeders: Lynn, Anne & Barb Dorsay & Mary Cumming

DOB: 09/30/2009  color: B/W
Clearances:
Hip # EN-12737G24F-VPI
Elbow # EN-EL1629F24-VPI
ACVO’d annually - May 2015
DNA PRA status Carrier

CH Autumfire Reign
CH Rendition Autumfire Armstrong
Embur Autumfire Rendition

CH BONDIR’S ADELAIDE A TRICALIBER
CH Hillcrest Namtn KoCrk Canvas VCD1 SH RA AX AXJ
CH Bondir’s Baie d’Or Victoriennne
CH Bondir’s Gamine Georgine A/C RN AGN AGNJ NAP NJP

Show information: Breeder/Owner handled to BOS at regional in conjunction with 2015 Canadian Nationals, BOW Breeder/Owner handled at 2011 Canadian National to finish; Novice ESSFTA Agility winner for 2014

Best virtues: pretty head, strong top line, beautiful reach & drive; wonderful workability, very sweet, biddable

Wish list: more spring to rib

Produce record: Has not yet been bred. We are hoping for a winter litter.
A/C GCH BONDIR’S ARTHUR BRUN NAP NJP NFP BN RE Can CD AGNS AGNJS NPS RE - “ARTHUR”

Owners: Lynn, Anne & Barb Dorsay
Contact: email: Bondir@msn.com
Location: 9016 Bay Croft Rd SW, Calgary AB T2V 3M5 Canada
phone: 403-281-0916
Breeders: Lynn, Anne & Barb Dorsay & Mary Cumming

DOB: 09/30/2009  color: L/W
Clearances:
Hip # EN-12761G24M-VPI
Elbow # EN-EL1645M24-VPI
CERF # EN-368123 August 2011 / EN-EYE618/55M-VPI May 3, 2014; re OFA eyes May 2015,
DNA PRA status Carrier
Other: OFA Cardiac Normal

CH Autumfire Reign
CH Rendition Autumfire Armstrong
Embur Autumfire Rendition

CH BONDIR’S ADELAIDE A TRICALIBER
CH Hillcrest Namtn KoCrk Canvas VCD1 SH RA AX AXJ
CH Bondir’s Baie d’Or Victoriennne
CH Bondir’s Gamine Georgine A/C RN AGN AGNJ NAP NJP

Show information: American/Canadian Grand Champion, BOS in Sweeps ESSFTA 2010, Group placer & Specialty winner in both countries, Select Dog 2015 Canadian National, Canadian Champion at 9 months of age, completed U.S. Championship in 6 weeks

Best virtues: Beautiful reach & drive, classic ESS head, strong top line, wonderful workability for performance events, very biddable, sweet, funny & loving

Wish list: less vocalization (can whine); more spring to rib

Produce record: So far has only been bred to an ESS from import lines. Produced 3 boys, 1 girl; all rated show quality, currently lovely family pets that may be shown.
Can CH BONDIR’S SOMETHING GOOD

“GEORG”

Owners: Dr Dan Schlesinger DVM  Location: c/o 9016 Bay Croft Rd SW, Calgary AB T2V 3M5 Canada
Contact: email: Bondir@msn.com  phone: 403-281-0916
Breeders: Lynn, Anne & Barb Dorsay

DOB: 12/07/2012  color: L/W
CH Rendition Autumfire Armstrong
Clearances:
Hips - still to be done  GCH Bondir’s Luminex Albert
Elbow – still to be done  Bondir’s Baie d’Or Victorienne
Can CH BONDIR’S SOMETHING GOOD
CERF June 2015
CH Hillcrest Namtn KoCrk Canvas VCD1 SH RA AX AXJ
DNA PRA status Carrier  Am CH Can GCH BONDIR’S JARDIN LIS
Other: OFA Cardiac Normal,  Can CH Bondir’s Gamine Georgine A/C RN AGN AGNJ NAP
PFK Normal.

Show information: Specialty winner in Canada at 7 months of age, first Judge’s Award of Merit 2015
Canadian National, Group placing dog in Canada with limited showing. Has 11 points with both majors in U.S. .

Best virtues:  sweet, happy, goofy, biddable dog; beautiful head, lovely layback of shoulder & strong top line,
lovely reach & drive

Wish list:  still needs to mature to body out more

Produce record:  Georg has been collected in the United States but he will only be available for stud once his
health testing has been completed.
Am CH Can GCH BONDIR’S JARDIN LIS
RE BN NAJ NAP NJP NFP Can RN PCD AGNS AGNJS NPS

“LIESL”

Owners: Lynn, Anne & Barb Dorsay  Location: 9016 Bay Croft Rd SW, Calgary AB Canada T2V 3M5
Contact: email: Bondir@msn.com  phone: 403-281-0916
Breeders: Lynn, Anne & Barb Dorsay

DOB: 07/01/2006  color: B/W
Clearances:
Hip # EN-12758G63F-VPI
Elbow # EN-EL1643F63-VPI
ACVO May 2015
DNA PRA status Affected
Other: OFA Cardiac Normal

CH Hillcrest Just Hale ‘N Hardy VCD1 CDX RE SH
CH Hillcrest Namtn KoCrk Canvas VCD1 SH RA AX AXJ
Can CH Bondir’s Gamine Georgine A/C RN AGN AGNJ NAP NJP

Am CH Can GCH BONDIR’S JARDIN LIS
A/C CH Bondir’s Braveheart
Can CH Bondir’s Gamine Georgine A/C RN AGN AGNJ NAP NJP
Can CH Cascadian Caliner de Bonir CD AGN NA NAC NJC ADC TT

Show information: Specialty winning bitch, Group placing girl in Canada.
Best virtues: Beautiful head, soft expression, beautiful reach & drive, very sweet & good worker, great brood bitch / wonderful Mom
Wish list: more bone, more fore-chest
Produce record: Dam of 8. Has qualified for her Register of Merit in Canada – 5 Canadian Champions, 1 American Champion so far with 3 more pointed in U.S. – 2 of them are major pointed.
Breeding philosophy: I breed for all around dogs with good temperaments, OFA soundness and breed type.

Began in: 1985

Mentored by: Alice Howe, Marjorie Robson, Natalie Grossman and Ruth Dehmel

Kennels most prominent in our pedigrees: Wil-Orion, Felicity, Rendition and Serenade

Clearances we do on our breeding stock: OFA hips/elbows and eyes and PRA

Our dogs do: Conformation, Agility, Obedience and Rally

OUR DOGS:

BISS CH CEDARWOOD’S ENCHANTER NA NAJ CGC “Shawn” finished with 4 majors 3 of which were Specialties and 2 BISS

CEDARWOOD’S AMORE “Carlos” is a young dog and has a 3pt. major

CH CEDARWOOD’S ENCHANTING RITA finished with 3-5pt. majors

CH CEDARWOOD’S MADE FOR ME “Taylor” finished with 4 specialty majors, National RWB, and National AOM

CEDARWOOD’S JASMINE “Jasmine”

AT STUD:

BISS CH CEDARWOOD’S ENCHANGER NA NAJ CGC “Shawn” DOB 3/17/11 OFA Hips Good normal elbows OFA Eyes normal PRA carrier OFA Cardio normal

BISS Am/Can CH CEDARWOOD’S STORM WATCH “DJ” OFA Hips good, Eye CERF, En-3678/2010-151 PRA DNA affected. Frozen semen available to approved bitches.

UPCOMING BREEDINGS:

CH CEDARWOOD’S ENCHANTING VISION RA RAJ CGC to CH CEDARWOOD’S JETT SETTER. The breeding is planned in the spring of 2016
CEDARWOOD'S AMORE
“CARLOS”

Owners: Patricia and Wayne Welch  Location: Rochester MN
Contact: email: welchww@charter.net  phone: (507)289-5161
Breeders: Patricia and Wayne Welch

DOB: 5/5/13  Color L/W
Clearances:
Hip  Prelim good
Elbow  normal
OFA # EN-EYE554/15m NOPI
DNA PRA status normal

Ch. Wil-Orion’s Twenty-Twenty
A/C Ch. Cedarwood's Enchanter NA NAJ CGC
Ch. Cedarwoods Enchanting Rita

Ch. Cedarwood's Chocolate Diamond
Ch. Cedarwood's Spice Girl

Show information: Carlos has been shown very little but he does have a 3pt. major

Best virtues: Lovely neck and shoulders-top line-rear and excellent temperament

Wish list: I like him just the way he is

Produce record:
**CH CEDARWOOD’S ENCHANTING VISION NA NAJ CGC**

**“KEEVA”**

Owners: Maggi and Megan Stow, Patricia Welch  
Location: Rochester MN

Contact: email: mastow442@aol.com  
phone: (507)398-2303

Breeders: Patricia and Wayne Welch

DOB: 3/17/11 color: B/W

Clearances:

- Hip #EN-13406E28F-VPI OFA excellent
- Elbow #EN-EL1989F28-VPI
- OFA # EN-EYE22/19F-VPI
- DNA PRA status carrier

Ch. Wil-Orion’s Northern Exposure  
GCH Wil-Orion’s Twenty-Twenty  
Ch. Wil-Orion’s Past Present’n Future

CH CEDARWOOD’S ENCHANTING VISION NA NAJ CGC

Ch. Felicity’s Rendition Guardian Angel  
Ch. Cedarwood’s Enchanting Rita  
Ch. Cedarwood’s Enchantress

**Show information:** Keeva finished with 4 majors of which 1 of them was a 5pt. specialty.

**Best virtues:** Keeva has a beautiful head and expression, long ears, nice neck and tight shoulders.

**Wish list:** I wish she had a little more bone.

**Produce record:** We are planning a breeding with CH CEDARWOOD’S JETT SETTER in the spring of 2016.
 Owners: Patricia and Wayne Welch
Location: Rochester MN
Contact: email: welchww@charter.net phone: (507)289-5161
Breeders: Patricia and Wayne Welch

DOB: 3/17/11 color: B/W
Clearances:
Hip # OFA good
Elbow # normal
Thyroid #
CERF # EN-EYE7/49MVPI+date
DNA PRA status carrier
Other: Cardio normal

Ch. Wil-Orion’s Northern Exposure
GCH Wil-Orion’s Twenty Twenty
Ch. Wil-Orion’s Past Present’n Future
Am/Can CH CEDARWOOD’S ENCHANTER NA NAJ CGC
Ch. Felicity’s Rendition Guardian Angel
Ch. Cedarwood’s Enchanting Rita
Ch. Cedarwood’s Enchantress

Show information: Shawn finished with 4 majors of which 3 of them were Specialties and 2 BISS
Best virtues: Shawn has a wonderful temperament, beautiful movement, clean neck and shoulders and a good top line
Wish list: Longer ears other wise I like him the way he is
Produce record: Shawn has produced 3 beautiful litters. They are too young to show yet.
Breeding philosophy: I breed ESS to come as close as possible to the ESS Standard in conformation and to maintain even improve the temperament. Although Cerise may be best known for our success in the show ring, we encourage our owners to challenge their dogs to learn many things and perhaps pursue other titles. We are proud of these dogs. We breed to achieve a certain image but I hope I never get too sure I know best, but keep my mind open to other philosophies. I have outcrossed to other kennels and gained more than I ever imagined I would. We constantly work on health issues.

Began in springers: 1997

Mentored by: Ruth Dehmel, Donna Herzig, Howard Huber

Kennels most prominent in our pedigrees: Salilyn, Gentry, Southampton, Telltale, Ramblewood, Kay ‘n Dee

Clearances on our breeding stock: OFA hips elbows, thyroid, heart; CERF, DNA PRA

Our dogs do: Conformation, agility, tracking, obedience, field

OUR DOGS:


CH CERISE KAY ‘N DEE RETURN OF THE KING RN BN CD WD WDX JH THD TDI CGC. ESSFTA Show ESS of the Year 2007, AOMs at ESSFTA national and Westminster.

GCH CERISE SIGNATURE OF TELLTALE RN CD CGC – Multiple BIS and BISS.

CCH CERISE JESSE JAMES - # One ESS All Systems 2008/09, BOB ESSFTA National 2010/12, BOB EESS 2008/2012, ESSFTA Show ESS of the Year 2008/09. Multiple BIS, BISS.

Platinum GCH CERISE TENDER IS THE NIGHT - #1 ESS All Systems 2010, #3 Sporting & #1 Sporting Bitch 2011, 17 BIS, 96 Group 1, BISS EESC, ESSFTA Show ESS of the Year.

GCH CERISE DIXIELAND DUCHESS – multiple group winner, ESSFTA National BISweeps in 2010, WB in 2011, back-to-back BISS Eastern ESSC.

GCH CERISE BLINDSIDE - #1 ESS May/July 2015, 8 all-breed BIS, 42 Group firsts
Owners: Dorothy Cherry
Contact: email: ceriseess@aol.com
Breeders: Dorothy Cherry

Location: 55 Spring Lake Rd., Sherman CT 06784
phone: 860-354-0249

DOB: 05/01/06  color: L/W

Clearances:
Hip #EN-13606G24M-VPI
Elbow #EN-EL2092M24-VPI
Thyroid EN-TH197/24M-VIP 1/14
Eyes #EN-EYE403/38M-VPI 6/15
DNA PRA status carrier
Heart #EN-CA436/24M/C-VPI

CH Felicity’s Diamond Jim CD RE
GCH CERISE JESSE JAMES
CH Cerise Kiss Me Kate

GCH CERISE HARD AS STEELE

CH Ramblewood Johnny B. Goode
A/C CH Cerise Balenciaga
CH Cerise Point of View

Show information: BOW Eastern ESSC 2013, Reserve WD ESSFTA National 2013, BOW Chattahooche ESSCGA 2014, many other specialty wins.

Best virtues: Gorgeous head, totally pleasing package. Perfect clearances, many of his sire Jesse’s characteristics.

Wish list: Would like to have specialed him.

Produce record: New sire. Excellent offspring.
GCH CERISE JESSE JAMES

"JESSE"

Owners: Dorothy Cherry
Contact: email: ceriseess@aol.com
Breeders: Dorothy Cherry

Location: 55 Spring Lake Rd., Sherman CT 06784
phone: 860-354-0249

DOB: 05/01/06  color: L/W

Clearances:
Hip #EN-11344G29M-VPI good
Elbow #EN-EL1094M28-VPI
Thyroid EN-TH200/97M-VPI 5/14
Eyes #EN-EYE139/97M-VPI
DNA PRA status affected
Heart #EN-CA194/36M/C-VPI

CH Telltale Davey Jones
CH Felicity’s Diamond Jim CD RE
CH Rendition Autumnfire Poppy
CH Gentry’s Skywalker
CH Cerise Kiss Me Kate
CH Cerise’s Mistress Mariah


Best virtues: Great temperament, bone and body. Beautiful head. Regal presence and carriage.

Wish list: Carrier or Clear PRA DNA rating. Wish I had bred him more.

Produce record: Produced many champions, including GCH Cerise Hard as Steele.
**GCH CERISE SENTINEL**

**“SEBASTION”**

**Owners:** Dorothy Cherry & Kathy Kirk  
**Location:** New Fairfield CT

**Contact: email:** ceriseess@aol.com  
**phone:** 860-354-0249

**Breeders:** Dorothy Cherry & Kathy Kirk

**DOB:** 02/14/2009  
**color:** L/W

**Clearances:**

- Hip #EN-12501F24M/VPI fair
- Elbow # Thyroid ENTH174/18M-VPI 8/14
- Eyes #EN-EYE85-75MVPI
- DNA PRA status carrier
- Heart #EN-CA276-23M-C-VPI

**CH Ramblewood Johnny B. Goode**

**A/C CH Cerise Cerutti**

**CH Cerise Point of View**

**CH CERISE SENTINEL**

**CH Felicity’s Diamond Jim CD RE**

**GCH Cerise Barefoot Contessa**

**CH Cerise Kiss Me Kate**

**Show information:** BOW Keystone ESSC in conjunction with 2011 ESSFTA national, finishing soon after with a Group 1. Shown sparingly in 2013, he won 2 Reserve Bests in Show and 20 group firsts.

**Best virtues:** Excellent bone, good head, dark pigment. 20” and 50 pounds, very masculine.

**Wish list:** Markings more in line with what judges put up.

**Produce record:** Sire of Best Puppy and Best of Opposite sex in sweeps at the 2010 ESSFTA national.
Am GCH, Can CH CERISE BLINDSIDE

“TIMOTHY”

Owners: Dorothy Cherry  Location: Oakcrest Kennel, 507 Lloyd Rd, Oxford PA 19363
Contact: email: ceriseess@aol.com, oakcrestke@aol.com  phone: 860-354-0249, 717-808-0528
Breeders: Dorothy Cherry & Donna Herzig

DOB: 01/03/2011  color: L/W

Clearances:

Hip #EN-13236G25M good

Elbow #

Thyroid ENTH174/18M-VPI 8/14

Eyes #EN-EYE73-36M/C-VPI

DNA PRA status carrier

Heart #EN-CA429/36M/C-VPI

Ch Rendition Autumnfire Armstrong

Cerise Lion Heart

Ch Cerise Winsome Winter Rose

CH CERISE BLINDSIDE

CH Telltale Freestyle

Ch Cerise Southampton My Heart’s Desire

Ch. Southampton Take Charge Lady

Show information: All-breed Best Puppy twice from 6-9 class; BOB over specials from 12-18. At this writing, 8 all-breed Bests in Show, 42 group firsts, multiple Specialty winner, #1 ESS Breed System May & July 2015.

Best virtues: Lovely head, beautiful front assembly. Great layback of shoulder, good prosterum. Wonderful second thigh, strong rear. Straight, dark, water-resistant coat. Wonderful temperament, charming personality. Clean coming and going with great reach and drive

Wish list: More muzzle. Wish I could clone him.

Produce record: Sire of champions and several young dogs showing great promise, including BOW at Eastern 2014 and 2015, and another who recently won sweeps at the Eastern supported entry in September.
DALIN -- David, Linda, and Julie Fong

Location: 8710 Santa Ridge Circle, Elk Grove, CA 95624
Contact: email: DalinSpr@aol.com phone: 916-685-4586

Breeding philosophy: To breed English Springer Spaniels that are not only competitive in the breed ring, but make great companions for their families. We want them to represent what English Springer Spaniels should be.

Began in springers: 1980
Mentored by: Diane March, Deckhand English Springer Spaniels
Kennels most prominent in our pedigrees: Dalin, Felicity, Gilchrist, Ridgewyn
Clearances we do on our breeding stock: OFA hips, elbows, eyes, cardiac and PRA DNA testing

Our dogs do: Conformation, rally, obedience, agility and tracking

OUR DOGS:
GCH DALIN’S HE’S IN LOVE WITH DISNEY – Finished with 4 specialty/supported majors and finished Grand with 6 specialty/supported majors all breeder-handled.

CH DALIN’S JUST DO IT THD, CGC – Finished his championship with 4 specialty/supported majors breeder-handled. Sire of 10 Champions with more on the way.

CH DALIN’S INDEPENDENT HEART – Finished her championship exclusively breeder-handled and is now raising our 2 year old granddaughter.

CH DALIN’S CUSTOM CREATION – Finished her championship exclusively breeder-handled and is now a diabetes alert dog for her owner.

AT STUD:
GCH DALIN’S HE’S IN LOVE WITH DISNEY DOB 7/5/11 Hip #OFA EN-13401G24M-NOPI, OFA Elbow #EN-EL1987M24-NOPI, OFA Cardiac #EN-CA448/33MP-NOPI-ECHO, OFA Eye #EN-EYE368/44M-NOPI, PRA DNA status - Carrier

UPCOMING BREEDINGS:
Waiting to figure this out myself!
Owners: David, Linda and Julie Fong
Location: 8710 Santa Ridge Circle, Elk Grove, CA 95624
Contact: email: Dalinspr@aol.com phone: 916-685-4586
Breeders: David, Linda and Julie Fong

DOB: 7/5/11 color: B/W
Clearances:
Hip # EN-13401G24M-NOPI
Elbow # EN-EL1987M24-NOPI
CERF # EN-EYE368/44M-NOPI 3-26-15
DNA PRA status - Carrier
Other: Cardiac # EN-CA448/33MP-NOPI-ECHO

Ch. Ridgewyn Legacy
Ch. Ridgewyn N Belvoir Uprising
Ch. Belvoir Valerie

GCH DALIN’S HE’S IN LOVE WITH DISNEY
Ch. Felicity’s Johnny Angel
Ch. Dalin’s Custom Creation
Ch. Dalin’s Surrender Your Heart

Show information: Always breeder/owner handled by Julie, KC excelled in the show ring winning specialty majors to complete his Championship and his Grand. He also had many Best in Sweepstakes along the way

Best virtues: Definitely wants to please. KC loves being a show dog, house dog, puppy trainer and BFF to our Siamese kitty. He is not over done, but moderate and pleasing to look at on the sofa.

Wish list: We wish he didn’t have so much to say.

Produce record: KC has been bred to some very beautiful bitches, and we are anxiously awaiting his first champion. He has specialty major-winning daughters along with a multiple Best in Sweepstakes winner. We are excited for what the future holds for them and their owners.
Breeding philosophy: We strive to breed dogs that excel not only in the conformation ring but in the obedience, rally and agility rings as well as therapy work (we are very proud to have nearly 20 dogs actively working in therapy). We do respectable line-breeding and use various software programs that have health records and clearances on our dogs.

Began in springers: 1974

Mentored by: George and Maryann Alston, Fieldstone Kennels

Kennels most prominent in our pedigrees: Telltale, Salilyn, Cerise

Clearances on our breeding stock: OFA hips, elbows, patellas, heart, thyroid, DNA PRA

Our dogs do: conformation, rally, obedience, agility and do therapy work.

OUR DOGS:
CH CERISE PRINCE OF WALES (William) – finished with multiple majors. William came to Felicity when he was 15 months of age.

FELICITY’ (Shug) – WD, AOM for 5 pts at the 2014 Eastern ESSC specialty. He has another 4 pt major and is close to finishing.

DALIN AND FELICITY’S ENCHANTED WIZARD (Merlin) – Pointed. He possesses a super sweet temperament, balance, scissor bite, wide underjaw.

CH CHIVALRY’S LEGACY SWEET TALKER – “Sallie” (CH Felicity’s Johnny Angel x CH Legacy Sweeper) finished in 2 weekends with 4 majors, 2 five pt, including WB at the EESSC

CH FELICITY’S DEFINITELY DAZZLING – “Dazzle” (CH Felicity’s Johnny Angel x CH Cerise Celestial Rose) Best Puppy at the Eastern ESSC show and finished with several majors.

AT STUD:
CH FELICITY’S DIAMOND JIM, CD, RAE. Frozen Semen available. Hip # EN:8439G24M-P Good; CERF:EN-4351; Cardiac# EN-CA-51/54M; PFK # EN-80-107M; Patella# EN-31-/24M.

CH CERISE PRINCE OF WALES. (10/03/2010). Hip #EN13105G24M; Elbow # EN-EL-1834M24; Thyroid Normal; Eyes #EN-EYES316/34M; DNA PRA carrier; Cardiac #EN-CA373; Patella # EN-PA201.

FELICITY’S CANDY MAN. (01/15/2013). Hip # EN13903G24M Good; Thyroid Normal; Eyes #EN-EYE317/7M; Elbows #EN-EL2237M24; Cardiac #EN-CA475/24M/P; Patella #EN-P236/24M/P

UPCOMING BREEDINGS
August, 2015 – GCH Wynmoor’s Champagne Supernova x CH Felicity’s Definitely Dazzling
CH FELICITY’S DIAMOND JIM CD RE - “JAMES”

Owners: Teresa Patton, Allen Patton and Ruth Dehmel  Location: 3128 Bonnie Brae Lane, Amissville, VA 20106

Contact: email: clickerfun@aol.com  phone: 540-937-7877
Breeders: Teresa Patton and Ruth Dehmel and Mary Ann Stephenson

DOB: 2000-2011  color: L/W
Clearances:

Hip # EN13105G24M  Good
Thyroid Tested Normal
Eyes CERF #EN-4351
DNA PRA: affected/not afflicted
Cardiac #EN-CA51/57M/P-PI
Patella # EN-PA31/24M/P-PI
PFK # EN-PFK80/107M-PI

CH Telltale Freestyle
CH Telltale Davey Jones
CH Telltale Nellie Blye
CH FELICITY’S DIAMOND JIM CD RE
CH Autumnfire Reign
CH Rendition Autumnfire Poppy
Embur Autumnfire Rendition


Best virtues: His temperament, showmanship and balance were the epitome of true springer type. “He is the closest to breed perfection of any dog I have ever had the pleasure of judging”. Dr. Robert Indeglia,

Wish list: To have him in my arms again, forever!

Produce record: ESSFTA Runner-Up Show Sire of the Year twice. Sire of 6 Grand Champions, 52 Champions, 29 MACHs, 2 TDs, 235 Agility titlists, 1 VCD-2, 2 Junior Hunters, 1 Senior hunter, and 3 AKC Therapy dogs (also 20 active therapy dogs). Sire of BIS BISS Ch. Cerise Jesse James, No. 1 ESS 2008, 2009
**CH CERISE PRINCE OF WALES**

**“WILLIAM”**

**Owners:** Teresa Patton and Dorothy Cherry  
**Location:** 3128 Bonnie Brae Lane, Amissville, VA  20106

**Contact:**  
**email:** clickerfun@aol.com  
**phone:** 540-937-7877

**Breeders:** Dorothy Cherry

---

**DOB:** 10/03/2010  
**color:** L/W

**Clearances:**

- Hip # EN13105G24M  Good
- Elbow # EN-EL-1834M24
- Thyroid Tested Normal annually
- Eyes #EN-EYES316/34M
- DNA PRA status carrier
- Cardiac #EN-CA373
- Patella # EN-PA201

---

**Show information:** William finish very quickly with several majors.

**Best virtues:** Excellent substance, soft, gently expression, wonderful balance, dark eye, strong topline, long stride, excellent rear and plentiful coatl. Sweet, kind disposition. Lives and runs with other males. Loves children.

**Wish list:** To own more dogs like him!

**Produce record:** William has multiple major pointed children: Felicity’s Candy Man (WD, AOM EESSC), Felicity’s Written in the Stars (both majors at 7 mos). Felicity’s Priscilla completed BN title at 13 mos with an average of 196.5 and multiple class wins. Offspring are sweet, biddable, outgoing, kind, run with each other.
Breeding philosophy – ESS should be trustworthy, happy, confident, useful, biddable family dogs and hunters. Sound of body, easy keeper, resilient dogs; not needing owner’s manual. They should represent the breed standard mentally and physically.

Began in springers: 1st ESS as a child in 1946. 1st litter in 1959.

Mentored by: Henry Phillips (Hillcrest).

Clearances we do on our breeding stock – Hips, elbows, eyes, and general good health.

Our dogs do: conformation, hunt tests, agility, obedience, rally, and tracking.

OUR DOGS - SPECIAL FRIENDS OF THE PAST

CH GINGERBREAD BOY OF HILLCREST CD – – 8/61 –Group winner, sire of 25 CHs
CH HILLCREST HAPPY-GO-LUCKY CD –5/67 (1971 BOS ESSFTA & Runner-up show bitch)
CH HILLCREST NAMTEN KOCRK COLOURS VCD3 UDTDX AX AXJ RA OAP OJP MH (VS) - 3/94 (First showbred MH, first CH/MH ESS. Sire of 15 CH, 2 OTCH, MACH2 & MACH 6, VS
CH HILLCREST NAMTEN KOCRK CANVAS VCD1 RA AXJ SH THD (VS) Sire of 14 CHs.

SOME SPECIAL CURRENT DOGS -

CH HILLCREST KOCRK MONROSE CD RN – 10/1/00 - (BISS ESSFTA 2001)
CH HILLCREST PINWOOD KOCRK BET – 11/10/02 –ESSFTA Runner-Up Show Bitch 2005
MACH2 CH HILLCREST COLOR OF TEMERITY MXG, MJC – 7/7/06
MACH2 CH WUERLWIND’S RENDEZVOUS AT HILLCREST MXS MJC – 5/31/07
GCH HILLCREST DEVONSHIRE I CC GOING TO GO CDX RE MX MXJ SH (VS) - 1/15/09

GCH HILLCREST DEVONSHIRE OVER AND UNDER BN MH - 1/15/09

AT STUD: (by private treaty)

GCH HILLCREST DEVONSHIRE OVER AND UNDER BN MH (VS) DOB 01/15/2009.
Hips OFA Excellent, Elbows OFA Normal, Eyes DNA PRA Cord1 – normal/clear

CH HILLCREST JUST THE TICKET BN RN OA NAJ CGC DOB 12/01/2009
Hips OFA Good, Elbows OFA Normal, Eyes OFA 51 mos., AVCO normal at 62 mos.

HILLCREST OVER UNDER BET DOB 5/26/2012
Hips OFA Good, Elbows OFA Normal, Eyes OFA 21 mos., AVCO normal at 32 mos.

TEMERITY’S FRANKLIN’S BRASS KEY OF HILLCREST DOB 06/14/2013
Hips OFA Excellent, Elbows OFA Normal, Eyes OFA 14 mos.

UPCOMING BREEDING:

CH HILLCREST NAMTEN KOCRK COLOURS VCD3 UDTDX AX AXJ RA OAP OJP MH (VS} x CH HILLCREST DEVONSHIRE SO FINE.
Owners: Mary Daniel and Henriette Schmidt  Location: 309 Wisconsin Ave., Delafield, WI 53018
Contact: Email: mdaniel1@wi.rr.com or hlcrstess@mac.com  Phone: 262-442-2686 or 262-782-8922

Breeders: Jean H. Young and Henriette Schmidt

DOB: 1/15/2009  color: L/W

Clearances:
Hip # EN-12818E26M-Excellent
Elbow # EN-EL1582M26 – Normal
CERF # EN-6722 3/16/09
DNA PRA status - EN-PRA61/21M (Normal/clear)

Show information: Placed in 6-9 sweeps in 2009, won the Am-Bred. Class in 2010 , and won the Shooting Dog class in 2012, 20213, & 2014 at ESSFTA Nationals. Won the first of 5 majors at 6 months. Another major was novice-owner-handled. Specialed occasionally, he has group placements and two specialty “Selects”.

Best virtues. With correct leg-body proportions he has an easy ground-covering stride and stands four-square on his own. Good head planes. He’s a talented hunter who loves his work, and is having fun with obedience, too. Social and easy-going, he has lots of 2- and 4-legged friends and enjoys playing with his puppies.

Wish list: A little less of him to love, as he’s at the top of the standard.

Produce record: Daughter Hillcrest Betcha a Shot of Whiskey CD OA OAJ has 13 points, one major, and is nearly ready for MH tests. She was High in Trial at WESSA with a 198.5, and won an all-breed Novice with a 199. Son Wager (11 points, 1 major) needs only a couple of legs to complete Novice agility titles. Another daughter was RWB from the 6-9 class at one of the all-breeds connected to the 2015 Canadian National.
HILLCREST KOCREEK 4 ON THE FLOOR

“JEEP”

Owners Devera Klemp & Henriette Schmidt

Contact: Email: dklemp@wi.rr.com or hlcrstess@mac.com

Breeders: Mark E. Mayer and Henriette Schmidt

DOB: 5/15/14 color: L/W

Clearances:

Hips and elbows will be submitted to OFA after he’s 2 years old.

CERF # - ACVO normal 8/27/15

DNA PRA status – Clear/carrier by parentage, testing at National.

Show information: Jeep has 4 points, one major, from the 9-12 class, and a leg on his RN. He’s enjoying and doing well in his agility and obedience training, and is looking forward to be ready to trial soon.

Best virtues: A balanced dog with a strong, solid topline, his athleticism shows in his agility work. He has a nice straight easy care coat. A kind, social, enthusiastic fellow, he’s also enjoying obedience, nosework, and playing with his 9 year old Golden ‘big brother.

Wish list: He could have a little less coat.

Produce record - Not applicable
CH HILLCREST JUST THE TICKET BN RN OA NAJ CGC  “TICKET”

Owners: H. Schmidt, Karen Lumb, Diane Gribble, Jenn Smith
Location: N41W27244 Roger Rd., Pewaukee, WI 53072
Contact: Email: hlcrtess@mac.com  Phone: 262-696-6036 or 262-782-8922
Breeder: Henriette Schmidt
DOB: 12/1/2009  color: L/W
Clearances:
- Hip # EN-12803G24M-PI
- Elbow # EN-EL1672M24PI
- CERF # EN-6786 - 4/7/2012
- EN-EYE145/51M-PI - 3/15/2014
- ACVO - 2/14/2105
DNA PRA status carrier or clear based on parentage

CH Hillcrest Just Hale N Hardy VCD1 CDX RE OA SH
Am.Can.CH Mystic’s Just Fine TD JH
Can. CH Mystic’s Land O’ Lakes TD

CH HILLCREST JUST THE TICKET BN RN OA NAJ CGC
CH Hillcrest Kocreek Monroe CD RA
CH Hillcrest Kocrk Pinebend Bet
Kocrek Namtn Hlcrt Margaret CD

Show information: -Breeder-handled to his first point at 7 months. Littermates include 3 other champions – CH Hillcrest Just Look at Me BN RN CGCN (owner-handled), CH Hillcrest Just an Easy Pick, CH Hillcrest Just Bet on Me BN RN JH CGCA, and Hillcrest Indian Nations Ambassador, 10 pts.

Best virtues: Wash and wear easy-care coat. 20”. Strong topline. Trots effortlessly due to balance. Correct tail set and carriage. Enjoys field training, agility, and obedience training - and all the people he’s ever met.

Wish list: Darker nose pigment and eye rims. A little less coat.

Produce record CH Hillcrest Just Zo BN RN (OFA-Excellent Hips), 3 majors, is from his first litter. His youngsters are consistently doing well in field, obedience, rally, their agility training, and pet therapy work. In his youngest litter, Harper just earned her WD, while brother Jeep has 4 points, with 1 major, from 9-12 class.
**HILLCREST OVER UNDER BET**

**“WAGER”**

Owners: **Henriette Schmidt & Jenn Smith**  Location: **15135 W. North Ave, Brookfield, WI  53005**

Contact: Email: **hlcrstess@mac.com**  Phone: **262-782-8922**

Breeders: **Liz Best-Gell & Henriette Schmidt**

DOB: 5/26/2012  color: L/W  

Clearances:

Hip # EN-133741G24M-VPI

Elbow # EN-EL2159M24-VPI

CERF # EN-379042 – 7/30/12

EN-EYE147/21M-VPI

ACVO NORMAL 2/14/15

DNA PRA status – Carrier or clear based on parentage

Am.Can.CH Mystic’s Just Fine TD JH

GCH Hillcrest Devonshire Over and Under BN MH

CH Devonshire ‘N’ Showboat Our Town

**HILLCREST OVER UNDER BET**

CH Hillcrest Kocreek Monroe CD RA

CH Hillcrest Kocrk Pinebend Bet

Kocrek Namtn Hlcrst Margaret CD

Show information: Shown only occasionally, Wager has eleven points, with a 4 point major, and legs toward his NA and NAJ agility titles. He’s looking forward to becoming more involved in all the performance games.

Best virtues: Head. Leg body proportion. Easy ground-covering stride, long neck, and strong topline. Extremely athletic. He truly enjoys entertaining puppies of all ages. He’s a sweet dog with a good sense of fun.

Wish list: A little less of him to love – as he’s at the top of the standard.

Produce record: He’s had only one litter to date, producing pups that are as charming and much fun as he is.
MONARCH –

MICHUELE COTTER

Location: 8888 Drew St., Newport, MI 48166

Contact: email: monarchspringers1@gmail.com    phone: 734-735-5657

Breeding philosophy: Temperaments are the most important to me and everything else comes after. I hope to have the wisdom to do what’s right in making the breed better to go forward.

Began in springers: 1992

Mentored by: Marj Rollins, Alice Rendall

Kennels most prominent in our pedigrees: Venetian, Salilyn, Jester

Clearances we do on our breeding stock:  Hips, elbows, heart, eyes

Our dogs or dogs that we bred are shown in: Conformation

OUR DOGS:
Can CH VENETIAN DIAMOND CHIP – (CH Renaissance Chips Ahoy ex CH Venetian Lisbon) OFA. Our Foundation bitch.

CH MONARCH’S PENTHOUSE “Penny” (CH Monarch Wildwind Gambler ex CH Monarchs Gypsy Rose Lee) 6/22/10  OFA hips good, elbows normal, heart clear eyes clear. Littermate to Hugh.

CH MONARCH’S GYPSY ROSE LEE “Gypsy” (CH Serenity’s Know It All ex CH Serenity’s Monarch Bee Dazzled) 10-27-06. OFA hips good, elbows normal, heart clear, eyes clear.

CH MONARCH’S SAKS FIFTH AVE. “Chanel” (Escapade’s Logan’s Run ex Monarch Pearl Jam) 10/23/03. OFA good.


AT STUD:
GCH MONARCH’S PLAYBOY (CH Monarch Wildwind’s Gambler ex CH Monarch’s Gypsy Rose Lee) 6/22/10. OFA hips good, elbows normal, patellas normal, heart clear, eyes clear.
Owners: Michelle and Melanie Cotter
Contact: email: monarchspringers1@gmail.com
Breeders: Michelle Cotter
Location: 8888 Drew St., Newport MI
phone: 734-735-5657

DOB: 06/22/10    color: B/W
Clearances:
Hip # EN-13042G25M-VPI
Elbow # EN-EL1799M25-VPI
CERF clear
Other: cardiac EN-CA503/18M/C-VPI, patellas EN-PA256/39M/P-VPI

CH Serenity’s Know It All
CH Monarch Wildwood’s Gambler
Monarch’s Pearl Jam


Wish list: Better eye shape, longer ear leather, tighter elbows.

Produce record: Not yet bred.
OCOEE (Reg.) - Kathy Lorentzen and Melanie King

Location: 13577 Harris Rd. Chesaning, MI 48616

Contact: email: vincefan@centurytel.net, ocoee.ess@charter.net

Phones: (989) 493-1269, (989) 244-1515

Breeding philosophy: The philosophy at Ocoee has always been to produce the highest quality ESS possible, adhering closely to our interpretation of the breed standard. We have a continuing breeding program and are always planning generations in advance. We breed primarily for the conformation show ring and for superb quality.


Mentored by: Karen Prickett Miller, Julia Gasow, George and Mary Ann Alston, Bobby Barlow, Roy Holloway, Rachel Page Elliot, Betty Gay and Marcia Schlehr.

Kennels most prominent in our pedigrees: Loujon, Canarch, and Salilyn

Clearances on our breeding stock: OFA hips, elbows, eyes, patella, cardiac. PRA DNA

Our dogs do: Primarily conformation, some obedience, rally and agility.

OUR DOGS:

**CH WINACKO’S CLASSIC REPLAY CD.** (1972) Owner-handled multiple BIS and Specialty winner and was the sire of 66 AKC Champions. ESSFTA Sire of the Year on two occasions.

**CH OCOEE LIVING PROOF** (1982) (CH Winacko’s Classic Reply son) was a very influential sire of 30 CH’s including dogs that were very instrumental in many modern breeding families.

**CH OCOEE OBLIQUE** (CH. Ocoee Living Proof daughter) was a very important producer, with 3 daughters that founded breeding programs, including one in Australia.

AT STUD:

**Gold GR CH OCOEE D SQD WITH A VENGEANCE** (03/02/08) OFA Fair, OFA Cardiac Normal, OFA Patella Normal, OFA Eye Normal, PRA DNA Carrier

**CH OCOEE FIGURE IT OUT** (03/31/10) OFA Excellent, OFA Elbow Normal, OFA Cardiac Normal, OFA Eye Normal, PRA DNA Carrier

UPCOMING BREEDINGS:

**Gold GCH OCOEE D SQD WITH A VENGEANCE** ex **CH PAWMARC OCOEE DAZZLED BY MAGIC** (OFA Good, OFA Elbow, Patella & Eye Normal, PRA DNA Normal.) Winter 2015/16.

**CH BLACKPEARL N’ TDP’S STAR STUDDED BANNER** (OFA Good, OFA Elbow Normal OFA Cardiac Normal CERF 2014 PRA DNA Carrier) ex **CH OCOEE GO WILD** (OFA Good OFA Eye Normal PRA DNA Carrier)

**CH IMPRESSIVE LUXURY ITEM** (OFA Excellent, OFA Elbow Normal, OFA Cardiac Normal, CERF PRA DNA Carrier) ex **CH OCOEE VENGEANCE IS MINE** (OFA Good, OFA Cardiac Normal, OFA Eye Normal PRA DNA Normal). Spring 2016
**CH. OCOEE FIGURE IT OUT --**

**“BENNY”**

**Owners:** Kathy Lorentzen and Melanie King

**Location:** 13577 Harris Rd, Chesaning, MI 48616

**Contact:** email: vincefan@centurytel.net  
phone: 989-493-1269

**Breeders:** Kathy Lorentzen and Melanie King

**DOB:** 03/31/10  color: B/W

**Clearances:**
- Hip # EN-12964E25M-VPI
- Elbow # EN-EL1756M25-VPI
- OFA EYE# EN-EYE321/51M-VPI
- DNA PRA status Carrier
- OFA Cardiac# EN-CA473/55M/C-VPI

**GCH. Silverhill Sea Dog Go**
- Ch. Ocoee Go Figure
- Ch. Ocoee Absolute Possession

**CH. OCOEE FIGURE IT OUT**

- Ch. Springbrook Tagalong My Own Magic
- Ch. Pawmarc Ocoee Light The Way
- Ch. Pawmarc Neon Highlights

**Show information:** Best in Sweeps ASC, Best in Sweeps WESSA, BW WESSA, BW DES MOINES ESSC, BW ESSFTA Supported at FT Wayne. ESSCM Puppy of the Year.

**Best virtues:** Head and eye, neck and shoulder including remarkable upper arm length and layback. Bone, legs and feet. Free action. Amazing kind, sweet temperament.

**Wish list:** More oval shape to his ribcage. Less arch over his loin.

**Produce record:** Currently the sire of five CHs. Two from Ch. Ocoee Go Wild each finished with four majors, one with all four at Specialties, the other with two at Specialties and the other two on Specialty weekends. He has many more major pointed offspring now being shown, including son Ocoee It Figures! who has three majors (two Specialties, one support) from the BBE Class by 13 months of age.
Gold GCH OCOEE D SQD WITH A VENGEANCE -  “GEORGE”

Owners: Melanie King, Kathy Lorentzen, B.A.Breese, Liz Kiener

Location: 13350 Nichols Rd. Burt, MI 48417

Contact email: ocoee.ess@charter.net  phone: 989-244-1515

Breeders: Melanie King, Janice and Erika Johnson, Corrine Johnson

DOB: 03/02/08  color: BW

Clearances:

Hip # EN-12191F26M-VPI

Patella #EN-PA148/24M/P-VPI

OFA EYE #EN-EYE324/80M-VPI  11/29/14

DNA PRA status Carrier

Other: Cardiac EN-CA240/23M/C-VPI

Ch. Tiffany’s You’ve Been Warned

Ch. Sprucehaven’s Under Time RA NA NAJ NAP NJP WD

Ch. Eldamar’s Select Blend

GCH OCOEE D SQD WITH A VENGEANCE

Ch. Springbrook Tagalong My Own Magic

Ch. Wil-Orion’s Illusion

Ch. Wil Orion MCD’s Magic Trick

Show information: Multiple BIS winner, 23 time Specialty BB winner, #1 Springer all systems 2013, National Specialty BB 2013, Top Twenty winner 2013. Five years in the breed top ten.

Best virtues: His correct size, substance, bone, proportion, neck and shoulder and smooth, free floating action. Calm, accepting temperament in any situation.

Wish list: Better head planes

Produce record: ESSFTA Sire of the Year 2013. 11 Champions to date. Sire of ESSFTA National Best in Sweeps 2012 and many others with Specialty majors including EESSC WD 2015. Frozen semen available.
**OCOEE IT FIGURES!**

Owners: Kathy Lorentzen, Melanie King and B.A. Breese

Location: 13577 Harris Rd. Chesaning, MI 48616

Contact: email: vincefan@centurytel.net  phone: 989-493-1269

Breeders: Kathy Lorentzen, Melanie King and B.A. Breese

DOB: 05/19/14  color: L/W

Clearances: Too Young

Hip

Elbow

Thyroid

CERF

DNA PRA status NORMAL

---

**Show information:** Young Russell has delighted us with four BOS in Sweeps wins, WD at TCVESSA, BW at GLESSBA and BW at ESSCM supported entry for a total of 12 points, three majors, all from the BBE class by 13 months of age.

**Best virtues:** Head, balance and proportion, backline, croup and tailset, bone legs and feet, firm, free and very clean on his legs. Wonderful sweet, fun, trusting temperament.

**Wish list:** Darker eyes, darker coat color.

**Produce record:** Too young to have made any babies!
OTEIN English Springer Spaniels - Robert & Lori Nieto

Location: 19936 Lincoln Road, Purcellville, VA 20132
Contact: email: otein@aol.com phone: 540-338-3619

Breeding philosophy: To breed healthy, happy and sound springers who are beautiful on both the inside and the outside.

Began in springers: 1988
Mentored by: No breeder in particular
Kennels prominent in our pedigrees: Ridgeway, Ramblewood, Essspecial, Gilchrist, Dalin
Clearances on our breeding stock: OFA Hips/Elbows, PRA DNA, CERF eyes
Our dogs do: Conformation, Agility, Obedience, Rally, training for field

OUR DOGS:
Silver GCH OTEIN’S TOMMY BAHAMA “Tommy” 8 ½ yr. old
CH OTEIN GRAND MARQUE “Abe” 6 yr. old
OTEIN LONG ROAD HOME “Aldie” 3 yr. old
OTEIN N VISTAH’S TATTENGER DESIGN “Taitter” 1 ½ yr. old
CH OTEIN EMPIRE STATE OF MIND “Rupert” 16 mos. old
OTEIN LE MONSIEUR MOUSE “Mouse” – 1 yr. old
OTEIN AVANTE-GARDE “Luc” – 1 yr. old

AT STUD:
Silver GCH OTEIN’S TOMMY BAHAMA “Tommy” (born 11/20/06) – OFA Hips Good, PRA DNA Normal (Clear), CERF Normal
CH OTEIN GRAND MARQUE “Abe” (born 6/11/09) – OFA Hips Good, PRA DNA Normal (Clear), CERF Normal
OTEIN LONG ROAD HOME “Aldie” (born 4/20/12) – OFA Hips Fair/Elbows Normal, PRA DNA Carrier, CERF Normal

UPCOMING BREEDINGS:
Silver GCH OTEIN’S TOMMY BAHAMA “Tommy” ex CH OTEIN IN GOD’S COUNTRY “Purcee”
CH OTEIN EMPIRE STATE OF MIND

"RUPERT"

Owners: Bob & Lori Nieto
Contact: email: OTEIN@AOL.COM
Breeders: Bob & Lori Nieto

Location: Purcellville, Virginia
phone: 540-338-3619

DOB: 3/25/14    color: Liver/White

Clearances:
Hip # Too young
Elbow # Too young
Thyroid # N/A
CERF # Normal May 2014
DNA PRA status Normal (clear)

Laurelwyn Springerlane Continuum
Otein Long Road Home
CH Otein's Dirty Martini

CH OTEIN EMPIRE STATE OF MIND

GCH Otein’s Tommy Bahama
Otein’s Effervesence

CH Otein’s Vintner’s Cuvee

Show information: In limited showing, he finished with 5 majors at 15 months old over 3 weekends. He also won BOS in Sweepstakes at the Gray Lakes specialty under an ESS breeder judge.

Best virtues: (35 words) He’s one hell of a kisser. He has a lot of forechest with nice shoulder layback and a rock solid topline.

Wish list:

Produce record: We haven’t bred him yet due to his age. The future looks bright for this young man!
Silver GCH. OTEIN’S TOMMY BAHAMA

Owners: Bob & Lori Nieto
Location: Purcellville, Virginia
Contact: email: otein@aol.com phone: 540-338-3619
Breeders: Bob & Lori Nieto

DOB: 11/20/0 color: L/W
Clearances:
Hip # EN-11547G25M-VPI
Elbow # N/A
Thyroid # N/A
CERF # EN-EYE427/87M-VPI
EN-PRA68/7M-VPI 02/2014
DNA PRA status Normal (clear)
Other: Carries tri-color

A/C CH Ramblewood the Joker
A/C CH. Ramblewood Johnny B Goode
CH Ramblewood Jive Talkin
GCH. OTEIN’S TOMMY BAHAMA

CH All-Time N Otein’s Amadeus
CH Otein At the Copa
Otein’s Unforgettable Fire

Show information: Finished with 4 majors and several BISweeps at specialties. Top 10 All-Breed and Breed in 2010 owner handled half the year. Specialty BIS, multi-group winning and #1 Owner-Handled ESS 2014.

Best virtues: Extremely smart and loves to show. He has a high toy drive, and will dive into water and retrieve. Tommy’s movement and foot timing are excellent. His coat is abundant and has never been dyed

Wish list:

Produce record: Tommy has produced many Grand champions, AKC and Canadian champions, and has several young get with points toward their championship. Several of his get have Specialty wins and Group placements. Most of his get have substance, bone and nice side gait. Their owners have commented on the soundness of his offspring. Many of his get are versatile, competing in conformation and performance events along with a couple excelling in field work.
PARADISE - Roxana Bowman-McKinnie

Location: 11355 Old Squaw Ave., Weeki Wachee FL 34614
Contact: email: paradisespringer@aol.com  phone: 352-398-4344

Breeding philosophy: I breed for my dogs to excel in conformation and performance. My number one priority is temperament. I strive to stay in the same family of dogs to achieve a style dog that everyone will recognize as from my kennel. I breed to dogs that will compliment my bitches and breeding program.

Began in springers: 1992  Mentored by: Sandy Logan
Kennels most prominent in our pedigrees: Salilyn
Clearances we do on our breeding stock: OFA, CERF, DNA PRA
Our dogs do: Conformation, therapy, obedience and agility

OUR DOGS:

PARADISE PLATINUM – working on his show career this fall

AT STUD:

GCH PARADISE FLYING WITHOUT WINGS – DOB 6/3/10  OFA- good, elbow normal, CERF, PRA DNA affected,

PARADISE PLATINUM – 10/16/13  OFA-good, elbow normal, CERF, PRA DNA clear

UPCOMING BREEDINGS:

CH PARADISE FLYING WITHOUT WINGS ex GCH PARADISE PASSIONATE PURSUIT (repeat breeding)
GCH PARADISE FLYING WITHOUT WINGS  "DONOVAN"

Owners: Roxana Bowman-McKinnie  Location:  11355 Old Squaw Ave, Weeki Wachee FL 34614

Contact: email: paradisespringer@aol.com  phone: 352-398-4344

Breeders: Roxana Bowman-McKinnie

DOB: 06/03/2010  color: L/W

Clearances:
- Hips - good
- Elbows – normal
- Thyroid - normal
- DNA PRA status affected

A/CCH Pawmarc’s Northern Lights
- CH Designer’s He’s Bonafide
- CH Designer’s Indulgence

GCH PARADISE FLYING WITHOUT WINGS
- CH Serenity’s Sand Castle
- Paradise Make Um Melt
- CH Paradise Summer Sizzle

Show information:  Finished from puppy and bred-by classes owner-handled. Multi specialty WD, multi Sweeps and multi breed and group winner.


Wish list:  Thicker coat. More forechest.

Produce record:  Donovan sired three litters – two are just puppies. His first litter has two on their way to becoming champions. One is a multiple BOB winner and made the cut in groups twice. All wins are from the bred-by class.
PARADISE PLATINUM

"USHER"

Owners: Roxana Bowman-McKinnie
Location: 11355 Old Squaw Ave, Weeki Wachee FL 34614
Contact: email: paradisepringer@aol.com phone: 352-398-4344
Breeders: Roxana Bowman-McKinnie

DOB: 10/16/13.color: L/W
Clearances:
Hip – good
Elbow - normal
Thyroid – normal
DNA PRA status - clear

CH Telltale Freestyle
GCH Cerise Signature of Telltale
CH Cerise Winsome Winter Rose
Paradise Platinum
CH Felicity’s Rendition Guardian Angel
CH Paradise Passionate Pursuit
CH Paradise In A Heartbeat

Show information: Best Bred-by at GCESSGA specialty. Pointed from the puppy and bred-by classes. Made the cut in groups.


Wish list:

Produce record: He has had one litter and she is not old enough to compete before this show.
Virginia H. Huxley PhD

Location: 406 N Strawn Rd, Columbia, MO 65203
Contact: email: vhhicloud@icloud.com phone: 573-239-2839

Breeding philosophy:
Began in springers: 1984
Mentored by: Barbara Ganarin (UK), Judy Davis, Patricia Meisser DVM,
Kennels most prominent in our pedigrees: _Elimvek, Mompesson, Trimer, Peasblossom
Clearances on our breeding stock: Eyes (exam); PRA, PFK, Fucosidosis, Hips, Elbows, TT
Our dogs do: Conformation, hunt tests, tracking, obedience, rally, nosework, Barn hunt, agility.

OUR DOGS:
Int/AKC CH UCD UAG1 URO2 BERKENBAR BYZANCE VCD1 RAE BN TT TDI NW1 CGCA ORT (anise, clove) “Jura” DOB 02-15-2003 L&W UK import
Int/UKC/AKC CH URO1 BERKENBAR ARABELLA NAP NJP BN RN WD JH NW1 ORT (anise) “Ailsa” DOB 06-25-2007 L&W UK import
Int/UKC CH AKC GCH CH URO1 QUESST NEW WORLD BERKENBAR BN RN SHA RATN CGC NW1 ORT (anise, clove) “Aiden” DOB 11-05-2009
UKC GCH/Int CH QUESST PRAIRIE ROSE BERKENBAR BN RN TD CGC NW2 ORT (clove) L&W 11-05-2009
QUESST MI AMORE BERKENBAR CGC RATI ORT(birch) “More” 03-06-2012
BERKENBAR QUESST AT SNOWSPRING CGC NW1 RATN ORT(anise) “Hamish” 03--2012
UKC/AKC CH ESQUIRE’S CELTIC QUESST JH ORT(birch) “Colin” B&W DOB 01-03-2009

AT STUD:
Int/UKC CH AKC GCH CH URO1 QUESST NEW WORLD BERKENBAR BN RN SHA RATN CGC NW1 ORT(anise, clove) L&W DOB 11-05-2009 CHIC EYE51, OFA25G, OFEL25, EYE TEST: 08-FEB-2014; DNA clear PRA, PFK, & Fucoidosis; AKC DNA
BERKENBAR QUESST AT SNOWSPRING CGC NW1 RATN ORT(anise) L&W DOB 03/06/2012 CHIC, OFA38G OFEL38; EYE TEST: 08-FEB-2014; DNA clear PRA, PFK, & Fucoidosis; AKC DNA
GCH QUESST NEW WORLD BERKENBAR BN RN SHA CGC RATN NW1 WD - “AIDEN”

Owners: Virginia H Huxley PhD & Kayla Franks
Contact: email: vhhicloud@icloud.com

Location: 406 N Strawn Rd, Columbia MO 65203
phone: 573-239-2839

DOB: 11/05/2009 color: L/W

Clearances:
Hip # EN-12812E25M-VPI
Elbow # EN-EL1679M25-VPI
CERF # EN-EYE754/61M-VPI
DNA PRA status Clear

Other: AKC DNA #V719215; PFK clear; DNA banked

UK ShCH Berkenbar Carrera
*CH BERKENBAR BYSANZE VCD1 BN RAE NW1 CGCA
Champsfleurie Tres Chic by Berkenbar

GCH QUESST NEW WORLD BERKENBAR BN RN SHA CGC RATN NW1 WD

UK ShCH Trimere Trading Places With Sheledams
*CH BERKENBAR ARABELLA BN RN NAP NJP JH NW1
UK ShCH Elimvek Early Promise JW
*imported UK

Show information: Aiden finished with 3 majors and went on to complete his Grand Championship. He has also been successful in obedience, rally, barn hunt, nosework, and particularly in field work.

Best virtues: Good bone, well under himself, correct eye, excellent shoulder, strong topline, correct tail set. Excellent coat for the field and conformation ring. Balanced stride, good side gait and strong coming and going. Soft mouth, birdy. Lives with intact males, is good with children, and is very adaptable. Loves scentwork.

Wish list: A little more rear angulation and less tendency to self stack in the 'rocking horse' position. More interest in agility. A little less 'headstrong' in training, especially once he thinks he understands the game.

Produce record: Aiden has sired a single litter 12/2014, so the accomplishment of his get are TBD.
Rendition - Ruth Dehmel

Location: 4389 E. Vienna Rd. Clio, MI 48420
Contact: email: dehmel@tir.com   phone: (810) 687-1995

Breeding philosophy:  My goal is to breed sane, sound multi-purpose dogs and breed them to the best of my ability to fit the standard.

Began in springers: 1973

Mentored by: Kathleen Pearl, Delores Streng, and Karen Miller

Kennels prominent in our pedigrees: Salilyn

Clearances on our breeding stock: Hips, Eyes, Elbows and Patellas and Heart.

Our dogs do: Conformation

OUR DOGS:

CH RENDITION AUTUMFIRE POPPY  (Ch. Autumfire Reign x Embur Autumfire Rendition) Dam of CH Felicity's Diamond Jim, CH Felicity Rendition Guardian Angel, etc.

CH RENDITION AUTUMFIRE ARMSTRONG  (Ch. Autumfire Reign x Embur Autumfire Rendition) Sire of BIS and many champions, including Ch. Rendition Royale (see below)

CH FELICITY'S DIAMOND JIM CD RA  (Ch. Telltale Davey Jones x Ch. Rendition Autumfire Poppy) 2007 BIS Westminster KC; 2006 and 2008 ESSFTA BISS winner, BIS AKC Eukanuba, sire of many champions, including multiple BIS and national specialty winner.

CH FELICITY'S RENDITION GUARDIAN ANGEL  (CH Cedarwood’s Storm Watch ex Ch Rendtion Autumfire Poppy) Sire of 3 ESSFTA winners including BISS ESSFTA and BOSS ESSFTA. Sire of many quality champions, including Multiple Best In Show and BISS winners.


CH RENDITION ROYALE  (Ch. Rendition Autumfire Armstrong x Felicity's Rendition "L"L Diamond) WD, BOW, Best Bred-by Exhibitor ESSFTA 2011, WD American Spaniel Club 2012.

AT STUD:
CH RENDITION ROYALE  (Ch. Rendition Autumfire Armstrong x Felicity's Rendition "L"L Diamond)  11-26-09
Hips EN-12784G24M-VPI, Elbows EN-EL1659M24-VPI, Eyes EN-EYE229/42M-VPI 2013

UPCOMING BREEDINGS: No breedings planned at this time
CH RENDITION ROYALE

"MR. DARCY"

Owners: Ruth Dehmel and Diana Hadsall  Location: 4389 E. Vienna Rd. Clio, MI 48420
Contact email: dehmel@tir.com  Phone: (810) 687-1995
Breeders: Ruth Dehmel and Teresa Patton

DOB: 11/26/09  color: B/W

Clearances:

Hip # EN-1284G24M-VPI
Elbow # EL-1659M24-VPI

CERF # EN-EYE229/VPI  2013
DNA PRA status: Affected
Other: Normal Heart, paperwork pending at OFA

CH RENDITION ROYALE

Ch. Autumnfire Reign
Ch. Rendition Autumnfire Armstrong
Ebur Autumfire Rendition
Ch. Felicity's Diamond Jim
Felicity's Rendition "LIL" Diamond
Ch. Felicity's On Angels Wings

Show information  In very limited showing, Mr. Darcy was WD, BOW, and Best Bred By Exhibitor at the 2011 ESSFTA National Specialty, and WD at the  2012 American Spaniel Club Specialty.

Best virtues:  Biddable sweet, gentle temperament.  Good layback of shoulder and correct forechest, correct head planes, correct feet, strong rear with good muscle and good proportions front to rear.

Wish list:  Would like to see a stronger top line.

Produce record:  Has one champion to date, a sweepstakes winner and several pointed get.
REVOLUTION - Don and Debbie Bush

Location: 3627 Starwood Trl SW, Lilburn, GA 30047
Contact: email: debbiebush@bellsouth.net phone: 678-472-0992

Breeding philosophy: To breed a well-balanced dog of sound mind and body; a sturdy muscular body that can excel in the field or performance setting; a gentle loving dog that is eager to please and is considered a family member.

Began in springers: 2008 – Conformation; 1995 – Pet Owner
Mentored by: Melanie King and Kathy Lorentzen
Kennels most prominent in our pedigrees: Ocoee, Birchwood, Silverhill
Clearances on our breeding stock: OFA Hips & elbows, CERF, DNA PRA
Our dogs do: Conformation and Performance

GCH OCOEE SEA DOG KEEP ON GOING “Julien” (GCH Silverhill Sea Dog Go ex CH Ocoee Absolute Possession). #5 Owner Handled ESS 2015, multiple OH group winner, specialty BOS.

CH BIRCHWOOD’S REVOLUTION YOU MAKE LOVING FUN “Annie” (CH Esspecial Moonlite Express ex CH Birchwood’s Fifth Element).


REVOLUTION’S ROCK THE CASBAH CG BN RN CGC “Derby” (GCH Ocoee Sea Dog Keep On Going ex CH Birchwood's Revolution You Make Loving Fun). 2 Majors, all from bred-by class

REVOLUTION’S KEEP ON LOVIN’ YOU “Katie” (GCH Ocoee Figure It Out ex CH Birchwood's Revolution You Make Loving Fun). 1 Major, from bred-by class.

AT STUD:
GCH OCOEE SEA DOG KEEP ON GOING DOB 4/20/10 Hips EN-12947F24M-VPI, CERF:EN-368136. DNA PRA Status Carrier. Sire of major pointed, performance-titled get.

UPCOMING BREEDINGS: Spring 2016
Owners: Don & Debbie Bush, Rhonda Groves, Melanie King
Location: 3627 Starwood Trl SW, Lilburn, GA 30047
Contact Info: debbiebush@bellsouth.net  Phone: 678-472-0992
Breeder: Melanie King

DOB: 4/2/2010  Color: L/W

Clearances:
Hip: EN-12947F24M-VPI
Elbow:
CERF: EN-368136
DNA PRA Status – Carrier

CH Silverhill Windjammer
CH Silverhill Sea Dog Go
CH Gilchrist Silverhill Up Front

GCH OCOEE SEA DOG KEEP ON GOING

CH Wil-Orion’s Northern Exposure
CH Ocoee Absolute Possession
CH Legendary Shimmer

Show Information: Multiple Owner Handler Group firsts; finished his CH with all majors and his Grand by 2yo, all Owner-handled. He has a specialty BOS and Select. Currently is ranked in top 5 ESS Owner Handled.

Best Virtues: Julien is a sweet loving spaniel. He is a solid naturally muscular dog with a very nice neck and shoulder. Beautiful reach and drive. He is always eager to please.

Wish List: An inch taller in leg and slightly longer in body.

Produce record: Julien has sired one litter of 5. Two bitches have majors & performance titles.
**SHARDUST**  -  **Sharleen Perreira**

Location: 46-435 Hololio St, Kaneohe Hawaii 96744  
Contact: email: shardust@yahoo.com  
phone: 808 282 2300

Breeding philosophy: *Soundness both in physical health and mind. Ability to integrate into families well and also have instincts that enable them to work in the field.*

Began in Springers: **1985**

Mentored by: **Jeanne Harkins and Susan Still**

Kennels most prominent in our pedigrees: **Telltale, Salilyn**

Clearances on our breeding stock: **Hips, elbows, eyes, thyroid**

Our dogs do: **Conformation**

**OUR DOGS:**  
**CH KEVRIETT SHARDUST CAROUSEL “Kourtney”** (CH Telltale Royal Stuart x CH Kevriett First Day Cover)  
My foundation bitch. Dam of champions, and a strong influence in Australia.

**BIS, BISS CH KEVRIETT SHARDUST BITTERSWT “Hershey”** (CH Kevriett’s Special Occasion x Welcome Kevriett Sweet N Sasy). Sire of champions in US and Australia.

**GCH FOXBORO N SHARDUST AUTHENTIC “Maddox”** (CH Felicity’s Rendition Guardian Angel ex CH Foxboro Lighten Up). Multiple BIS and BISS, 2014 runner-up Show Springer.

**CH SIOBHAN SOLSTICE “Leo”** (CH Ridgwyn N Belvoir Uprising ex CH Foxboro ’n Siobhan’s Luna). Sire of champions in Australia.

**CH FOXBORO N SHARDUST PINK CHAMPAGNE “Pink”** (CH Wynmoor Champagne Supernova ex Tagalong N Foxboro Touch of Class)

**AT STUD:**


**UPCOMING BREEDINGS:**

**GCH FOXBORO N SHARDUST AUTHENTIC**  
ex  
**CH FOXBORO N SHARDUST PINK CHAMPAGNE**

Possible end of year/beginning of 2016 breeding
GCH FOXBORO N SHARDUST AUTHENTIC  “MADDOX”

Contact: email: Shardust @yahoo.com  phone: 808 282-2300
Breeders: Susan Still

DOB: 8.20.2010  Color: B/W

Clearances:
Hip # EN-13396F34M-VPI
Elbow # EN-EL1983M34-VPI
CERF # EN-EYE556/47M-VPI  8/27/2014
DNA PRA status  CARRIER

CH Cedarwood’s Storm Watch
CH Felicity’s Rendition Guardian Angel
CH Rendition Autumfire Poppy

GCH FOXBORO N SHARDUST AUTHENTIC

CH Pawmarc’s Northern Lights
CH Foxboro’s Lighten Up
CH Foxboro ‘n Siobhan’s Luna

Show information: Maddox is the 2014 Runner Up Show Springer of the Year (ESSFTA) He is a multiple Best in Show and Best in Specialty Winner.

Best virtues: He has a stable and sweet temperament. Loves the show ring and people.

Wish list:

Produce record: Maddox has a few young litters on the ground-we are anxious to see how they grow up.
SPEEDWAY - Lorena L Clark & Marilou Clark

Location: Richmond, RI
Contact: email: speedwaykennels@yahoo.com phone: 401-641-0312

Breeding philosophy: We strive to breed dogs that conform to our breed standards. As well as being a truly versatile dog in all venues and a loving companion at home.

Began in springers: 2004

Mentored by: Jennifer Kerwin, Melissa McCagg and Lori DiLorenzo

Kennels most prominent in our pedigrees: Cerise, Shore’s, McSpring, Homestead, Kehre, and Snowspring.

Clearances on our breeding stock: Hips, elbows, CERF, PRA

Our dogs do: Conformation, Obedience, Rally, Agility and Barn Hunt

OUR DOGS:

CH SPEEDWAY’S AMERICAN OUTLAW CD RA: Finished from the bred by class. Always owner handled in all venues by myself, 2014 ESSFTA Mutli-titlist medallion winner.

MCSPRING’S ALL I WANT TO DO CD RE: Dam of Ch. Speedway’s American Outlaw. She excels in the performance rings. Pointed from the puppy class.

ASPIRE’S MAGIC CARPET RIDE: Our newest member, she is racking up the points from the puppy classes, shown sparingly as she matures and trains in performance venues.

AT STUD:

MCSPRING’S ALL I WANT TO DO CD RE - "ELLIE MAE"

Owners: Marilou & Lorena Clark
Contact: email: speedwaykennels@yahoo.com
Breeders: Melissa McCagg

DOB 9/4/2009 color: L/W
Clearances:
- Hip # OFA-GOOD
- Elbow # OFA- NORMAL
- Thyroid # N/A
- CERF # Normal 2014
- DNA PRA status Clear

Ch. Kehre’s Ceyenne
A/C Ch. Hil-N-Don Shores of Liberty
Hil-N-Don Heaven Only Knows

MCSPRING’S ALL I WANT TO DO CD RE
Aneleh Gunnerson
McSpring’s Hawthorne Starlet
Hawthorne Majestic Comet

Show information: AKC Pointed, All performance titles earned in three straight shows, owner/handled. Working on her RAE.

Best virtues: Lovely head planes, lovely movement and awesome temperament all of which she has passed onto her offspring.

Wish list: More rear angle and more height.

Produce record: Bred once to NBIS BISS GCH Cerise Jesse James, she produced a litter of six, including Ch. Speedway’s American Outlaw CD RE.
**CH SPEEDWAY’S AMERICAN OUTLAW CD RA**

“JOSEY WALES”

Owners: Lorena and Marilou Clark  Location: Richmond, RI

Contact: email: speedwaykennels@yahoo.com  phone: 401-641-0312

Breeders:  Lorena and Marilou Clark

DOB 7/03/2012  color: L/W

Clearances:

Hip # OFA-Good  Ch. Felicity’s Diamond Jim

Elbow # OFA-Normal  GCH Cerise Jesse James

Thyroid # N/A  Ch. Cerise Kiss Me Kate

CERF # Normal 2014  CH SPEEDWAY’S AMERICAN OUTLAW CD RA

DNA PRA status: Carrier

**CH SPEEDWAY’S AMERICAN OUTLAW CD RA**

A/C Ch. Hil-N-Don Shores of Liberty

McSpring’s All I Want To Do CD RE

McSpring’s Hawthorne Starlet

Show information:  2014 ESSFTA Multi-titlist Medallion winner, 2x Rally National Qualifier, RWD ’14 Eastern ESSC Specialty, Multiple BBE Sporting Group Winner, Finished from Bred By. All performance titles earned in 3 consecutive shows, all breeder/owner/handled

Best virtues:  Awesome Temperament, Lovely Reach & Drive, Pleasure to live with.

Wish list:  A bit more rear angle and a bit more bone.

Produce record:  Looking forward to creating future get.
ASPIRE’S MAGIC CARPET RIDE - "LITA"

Owners: Marilou & Lorena Clark & Jennifer Kerwin
Location: Richmond, RI
Contact: email: speedwaykennels@yahoo.com
phone: 401-641-0312

Breeders: Jennifer Kerwin

DOB: 8/25/2014  color: L/W

Clearances:
Hip # TBD
Elbow # TDB
Thyroid # N/A
CERF # Normal 2014
DNA PRA status: Affected

Ch. Cerise Cerutti
GCH Cerise Sentinel
Ch. Cerise Barefoot Contessa

ASPIRE’S MAGIC CARPET RIDE

Ch. Bonfire’s He’s So Hot
GCH Aspire’s Keeping Up Appearances
Ch. Aspire’s Iron Maiden

Show information: Shown sparingly she is already pointed from the puppy classes, owner/handled.

Best virtues: She is the whole package! Lovely fun temperament, gorgeous reach & drive with brains to boot. Excelling in all training for all venues.

Wish list: Looking forward to seeing what this lovely young lady will do in the future.
STARDOM -  

Gail Walston

Location: 25414 Barbara St., Arvin CA 93203
Contact: email: stardomspringers@peoplepc.com phone: 661-703-9963

Breeding philosophy: To breed happy healthy show and companion dogs.

Began in springers: 1987

Mentored by: Gary Zayac, Cherrie Spring, & Kathy Graves

Kennels most prominent in our pedigrees: Dignity & Ridgewyn

Clearances on our breeding stock: hips, elbows, eyes

Our dogs do: Conformation, obedience, rally, & agility

OUR DOGS:

CH RIDGEWYN’S REFLECTIONS (Flex)

CH WYNROB’S OVER THE TOP (Summit)

CH RIDGEWYN-N-STARDOM’S THE ONE CD NA NAP

CH DIGNITY-N-STARDOM’S STINKY WINKY CD NA (Stinky Winky): Produced 13 champions in 3 litters.

ESSFTA Show Dam of the Year 2 years in a row, including Miss Peggy Chew

CH STARDOM’ MISS PEGGY CHEW (Peggy) – holds the record for most specialty BOS wins

AT STUD:

CH STARDOM’S CHILLIN’ (3/7/10) HIPS EN-12972326M, ELBOWS EN-EL1763M26

CH STARDOM’S HEAD OVER HEELS (6/25/10 HIPS EN13353G34M, ELBOWS EL19601M34, EN-EYE444M

CH STARDOM’S WHAT ABOUT BRIAN (7/26/06) HIPS EN-11350G24M, ELBOWS EN-EL1102M24

CH DANAHOF’S MEPHISTO WALTZ 6/26/06) HIPS EN-12330G49M, ELBOWS 3L1531M56, EYES EN353915

CH STARDOM’S THE OTHER SIDE OF LIFE (8/7/10) HIPS EN13109G26 M, EBOWS EL1838M26, EYES EN358899

UPCOMING BREEDINGS:

CH BRIGHTWATER GILCHRIST DREAMING OUT LOUD ex CH STARDOM’S FEARLESS

CH BRIGHTWATER GILCHRIST DREAMING OUT LOUD ex STARDOM’S ONLY PRETIEER

GCH CARAN’S DAYS OF FUTURE PASSED CD OA OAJ ex DANGEN’S ICE DANCER
**GCH STARDOM’S STICK ‘EM UP CD RE**  
“BANDIT”

**Owners**  
Gail Walston & Lauren Texter  
Contact: email: stardomspringers@peoplepc.com  
phone: 661-703-9963

**Location:**  
25414 Barbara St., Arvin CA 93203

**Breeders:** Gail Walston

**DOB:** 9/27/07  
**color:** L/W

**Clearances:**
- Hip OFA good
- Elbow OFA normal
- DNA PRA carrier

**Show information:**

**Best virtues:**

**Wish list:**

**Produce record:**
Breeding philosophy: I go into every breeding with the health and temperament of each potential puppy first and foremost. My personal breeding dogs are thoroughly health tested before they are bred and I look for stud dogs that go above and beyond the minimum requirements along with the same excellent temperaments that I expect in my own dogs.

Began in springers: 1998

Mentored by: Laurin Howard, Tekla Viker, Julie Roberts, Julie Kay

Kennels prominent in our pedigrees: Dartek, Eldamar, Silverhill

Clearances on our breeding stock: Hips, Elbows, Eyes, PRA, Thyroid, Cardiac

Our dogs do: Conformation, Obedience, Agility, 4H

OUR DOGS:

CH KESWICKE UNSUNG HERO “Stoney”, the “most perfect dog in the world”. Owner handler finished, 3 majors, including BOW at ESSCM. Everybody should begin with such a dog.

CH DARTEK’S DREAM A LITTLE DREAM “Darla” 2010 Runner up ESSFTA show dam of the year. All my ESS go back to her. I couldn’t have a better foundation to begin t Stonehenge

CH STONEHENGE LARGER THAN LIFE “Gomer”. Owner handled, Best in Sweeps at WESSA, many RWD at specialties. Used in grooming competitions all over the country.

AT STUD:

GCH STONEHENGE SEA DOG BUILT TOUGH BN “Truck” DOB 11/28/10 Hips good, Elbows normal, Eye normal 2015, Thyroid normal, Cardiac normal, PRA carrier, PFK clear

CH STONEHENGE THUNDERING GRIFFEN “Griffen” DOB 2/2/08 Hips good, Elbows normal, Eye normal 2015, Thyroid normal, Cardiac normal, PRA affected

UPCOMING BREEDINGS:

CH STONEHENGE THUNDERING GRIFFEN (Griffen) ex CH STONEHENGE TELTTALE NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH (Ruthie) - 2016

CH STONEHENGE ILEAN TRUTH OR DARE (Trudy) to an as of yet undecided male.
CH STONEHENGE I KISSED A GIRL

Owners: Greta Dalrymple
Location: South Bend, IN
Contact: email: StonehengeESS@att.net phone: c: 574-514-6719, h: 574-274-1340
Breeders: Greta Dalrymple

DOB: 4/12/2014 color: B/W
Clearances:
Hips too young
Elbows too young
Eyes:
DNA PRA carrier by parentage
Cardiac: EN-CA499/13F/C-VPI
DNA PRA: Carrier by parentage

CH Ramblewood Johnny B. Goode
GCH Otein’s Tommy Bahama
CH Otein at the Copa

GCH STONEHENGE SEA DOG BUILT TOUGH BN
CH Silverhill Sea Dog Go
CH Stonehenge Catch a Wave

CH Darek’s Dream a Little Dream CD RN

Show information: WB GLESSBA 2015, RWB SCVESSA 2015, Best Opposite in Sweeps at ESSFTA supported entry Lexington 2015, Best in Sweeps @ both ESSC of Greater Des Moines and WB at show #1

Best virtues: movement, size, topline, dark eye & pigment, expression, length of muzzle

Wish list: shorter loin, slightly more layback of shoulder

Produce record: NA
**CH STONEHENGE NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH**

Owners: Greta Dalrymple  
Contact: email: StonehengeESS@att.net  
Breeders: Greta Dalrymple & Celie Florence

**Location:** South Bend, IN  
**DOB:** 06/25/2013  
**Color:** L/W

**Clearances:**
- Hips  
  #EN-14124G24F-VPI Good
- Elbows: Grade 1 DJD
- Eye: EN-EYE755/22F-VPI Normal 07/2015
- Thyroid: EN-TH227/24F-VPI Normal 07/2015
- Cardiac: EN-CA498/23F/C-VPI Normal
- DNA PRA Carrier

**GCH Otein's Tommy Bahama**  
**CCG Stonehenge Sea Dog Built Tough**  
**CH Stonehenge Catch a Wave**

**Show Information:**
- Best in Sweepstakes GLESSBA 2014, WB/BOW SCVESSA Supported Entry 2015, RWB SCVESSA 2015, WB/BOW ESSC of Greater Des Moines show #2

**Best Virtues:**
- Correct size, good proportions, movement, topline, correct natural dark coat

**Wish List:**
- Plusher muzzle, darker eye rims

**Produce Record:**
- NA
Bronze GCH STONEHENGE SEA DOG BUILT TOUGHB N  
"TRUCK"

Owners: Greta Dalrymple & Rhonda Groves  Location: South Bend, IN
Contact: email: StonehengeESS@att.net  phone: cell: 574-514-6719 home: 574-247-1340
Breeders: Greta Dalrymple & Rhonda Groves

DOB: 11/28/2010  color: L/W
Clearances:
Hip # EN-13167G24M-VPI  Good
Elbow # EN-EL 1875M24-VPI
Thyroid # EN-TH179/25M-VPH
CERF # EN-EYE544/55M-VPI  Normal 07/08/2015
DNA PRA status carrier
Other: OFA cardiac normal, PFK Clear, CHIC #89823

CH Ramblewood Johnny B. Goode
GCH Otein’s Tommy Bahama
CH Otein at the Copa

GCH STONEHENGE SEA DOG BUILT TOUGHB N
CH Stilverhill Sea Dog Go
CH Stonehenge Catch a Wave
CH Darek’s Dream a Little Dream CD RN

Show information: Best in Sweep at American Spaniel Club Jan 2012, WD/BOW @ WESSA 2012, BOB @ WESSA 2013, GCH/Bronze GCH, BOB SCVESSA 2014, multiple group placements. BOB at both ESSC of Greater Des Moines specialties 2015.

Best virtues: Truck is a 21” dog with correct substance for his height, balanced front and rear angles, correct length of body, solid topline, smooth flowing movement, natural dark liver coat

Wish list: He would like a more refined head and about ½-1 inch shaved off of his toes

Produce record: Currently has produced four litters with bitches of differing pedigrees. Has produced champion including multiple Best in Sweepstakes and Best of Opposite in Sweepstakes winners, specialty and supported entry winners, a Group placement from the puppy classes and RWD/Best Opposite in Sweepstakes at the 2014 ESSFTA National Specialty.
**Breeding philosophy:** To preserve the breed and to produce healthy puppies that are sound in mind and body. To try and adhere to the standard as best I can. As a hobby breeder, my hope is that I can continue to improve my stock with the above principles in mind. I will only breed when I want to keep something.

Began in springers: **2003**

Mentored by Rebecca Hoskins, Mary McDonald, Melanie King & Kathy Lorentzen.

Kennels most prominent in our pedigrees: Springbrook, ESSpecial, Belvoir, Blackpearl, Ramblewood, Pawmarc.

Clearances on our breeding stock: OFA Hips, OFA Elbows, Cardiac, Eyes, PRA DNA

Our dogs do: conformation, obedience

**OUR DOGS:**

**CH BLACKPEARL N TDP’S STAR STUDDED BANNER**

**CH BLACKPEARL’S FINNEGAN MO CHROI**

**BLACKPEARL TDP WRITTEN IN THE STARS**

**AT STUD:**

**CH BLACKPEARL N TDP’S STAR STUDDED BANNER** DOB: 07/04/12

OFA hips: good, OFA elbows: normal, OFA eyes, OFA Cardiac, PRA DNA: Carrier

**CH BLACKPEARL’S FINNEGAN MO CHROI** DOB 07/04/12

OFA Hips: Excellent, Cerf Clear 2014, PRA DNA: Clear

**UPCOMING BREEDINGS:**

**CH BLACKPEARL N TDP’S STAR STUDDED BANNER x CH OCOEE GO WILD**
CH BLACKPEARL N TDP’S STAR STUDDED BANNER

“Banner”

Owners: Trisha Dunn Location: 1819 E. Denny Way #102, Seattle Wa 98122

Contact: email: trishadunnphotography@gmail.com phone: 206.579.1550

Breeders: Buffie Gonzales, Trisha Dunn, Chante Gonzales

DOB: 7/4/2012 color: B/W

Clearances:
- Hip # EN-13772G24M-VPI
- Elbow # EN-EL2176M24-VPI
- CERF # EN-EYE577/19M-VPI
- DNA PRA status: Carrier

Ch Springbrook Tagalong MY Own Magic
- A/C Ch. Tiffany’s ESSpecial Magic Kingdom BN RN
- Ch. Tiffany’s the Whole Sheebang
- Ch. Blackpearl n TDP’s Star Studded Banner
- Ch. Pawmarc’s Moonlight Seduction
- A/C Ch Blackpearl’s High Felutin Pawmarc
- CanCH Ramblewood Blackpearl Lady

Show information: Shown sparingly, Banner finished at 16 months of age with 5 specialty majors and 5 best in sweepstakes wins. Currently, he is maturing and living the life of a beloved pet. He will be shown selectively over the next year and we look forward to 2017.

Best virtues: Black dominant! He loves children, people and dogs. He has a joyful zest for life and is unflappable. Excellent chiseling, brow, parallel planes, correct eye, and good expression. He is just over 20 inches and 50 pounds. He moves with a hard back. Sound coming and going. Correct coat type.

Wish list: He has a nice return of upper arm but I would give him slightly more layback of shoulder. He could use more width of second thigh. He has a short hard back however; I personally, would give him just a little more length.

Produce record: Banner has sired two promising litters to date. All are young right now and we look forward to showing them in the next year.
VISTAH  JUDY MANLEY & CATHY ROSS

Location: 7920 Center Rd, Ashtabula OH 44004
Contact: email: Judy – vistahknls@aol.com  phone: 404-344-7922
            Cathy – rossrenderings@aol.com  phone: 724-601-4602

Breeding philosophy:  Our priority is temperament, healthy dogs to conform to the breed standard.

Began in springers: 1978

Mentored by: Andrea Glassford

Kennels most prominent in our pedigrees: Bear Majic & Vistah

Clearances we do on our breeding stock: hip, elbow, CERF, PRA DNA

Our dogs do: Conformation, obedience and agility

OUR DOGS:

GCH SIOBHAN N VISTAH INIS AROSE – (2007) Hips, elbows clear, PRA DNA clear. Evie is group placed in limited showing, owner-handled. She is in all our current pedigrees.

CH VISTAH’S COOL WATER – Hip, elbow clear, CERF, PRA DNA carrier. Great temperament. Sire of several champions.

CH VISTAH’S NAVY CD RN – PRA DNA Clear. Great temperament.

AT STUD:

CH VISTAHS’ ARAMIS COOL DOB 7/23/08 (Ch Vistah’s Cool Water ex CH Bista N Tara’s Caliente) OFA Hip good, elbows normal, CERF, PRA DNA

CH VISTAH’S ACQUA DI GIO DOB 7/23/08 (Ch Vistah’s Cool Water ex CH Bista N Tara’s Caliente) OFA Hip good, elbows normal, CERF, PRA DNA
**GCH SIOBHAN N VISTAH’S INIS A ROSE**  

**“EVIÉ”**

**Owners** Judy Manley & Cathy Ross  
**Location:** Ashtabula OH

**Contact:** email: vistahknls@aol.com, rossrenderings@aol.com  
**phone:** 440-344-7922, 724-601-4602

**Breeders:** April Harry

**DOB:** 9/27/07  
**color:** L/W

**Clearances:**
- Hip #: EN-12145G24-F-VPI  
- Elbow #: EN-EL139OF24-VPI  
- CERF EN-6289 8 years

**Weirpride’s Forewarned**  
- CH Vistah’s Cool Water  
- CH Bear Majic’s Vistah’s Enjoli

**GCH SIOBHAN N VISTAH’S INIS A ROSE**

- CH Ridgewyn “N Belvoir’s Uprising
- Siobhan’s Sense of Snow
- CH Foxboro “N Siobhan’s Luna

---

**Show information:** Group placed in very limited showing, owner-handled.

**Best virtues:** Beautiful balance with a lovely head and very sound movement.

**Wish list:** More forechest.

**Produce record:** 5 champions from 2 litters